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• Transposed letter priming (jugde-JUDGE) and other orthographic/form
priming found in Indo-European languages (Forster et al. 1987; Ferrand &
Grainger 1992; Perea & Rosa 2000; Brysbaert 2001) have not been reliably
found for Semitic (Frost et al. 2005; Valen & Frost 2009, 2011; Perea et al.
2010).

• Coupling this with demonstrations of Semitic root priming (Frost et al.
2000; Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson 2005) has led to the suggestion that
lexical memory for Hebrew/Arabic may be qualitatively different in
organization.

• However, non-word primes derived from real word targets by single root
letter replacement have been shown to yield priming in Arabic (Perea et al.
2014), dovetailing with literature questioning the status of the consonantal
root as a morphological unit of lexical organization in Semitic (Idrissi
2018).

• PRESENT STUDY. Our masked priming ERP study manipulated prime
duration (40ms/120ms) between-participants with six conditions probing
morphological (M), semantic (S) and orthographic (O) prime/target
relationships:

(i) identity (ID)
(ii) root/meaning identity (MSO; [Saliib - maSluub] “cross – crucified”);
(iii)root without meaning identity (MxO; [Saliib - Salaaba] “cross- hardness”)
(iv)transposed real root orthographic overlap (xxO; [Saliib - baSal] “cross -

onions”);
(v) semantic relatedness (xSx; [Saliib – qasaawisa] “cross - pastors”);
(vi)unrelated prime-target pair controls.

• Condition-(iv) involved either local/adjacent root letter transpositions (e.g.,
tri-consonantal roots with 123 order preceded by real-word primes with identical
consonants in 213 or 132 orders), or non-adjacent transpositions (e.g., 123
targets with 321, 312, or 231 primes). Real root primes like these have been
previously found not to yield priming in Arabic (Perea et al. 2010).

 Participants. 52 right-handed adult native speakers of Gulf Arabic; 29 SHORT (40 ms) & 23 LONG 
(120 ms)

 EEG Data recorded at 25 Ag / AgCl scalp electrode sites; 250 Hz

 Reference: Left-mastoid, re-referenced to linked mastoids offline

 Ground electrode: AFZ; Offline filter: 0.1 – 30 Hz band-pass 

 Task: Go/No-Go Semantic Categorization (respond if detect an animal name)

 180 critical items (30 per condition); 180 task relevant items (half with animal names in prime position)

 Stimulus Presentation.

 ERP Analyses. Mean amplitude for successive 50 ms time-windows covering expected N400 latency 
range (300-600 ms) tested for two averaged Regions of Interest (ROI) with repeated measures 
ANOVA. Planned analyses for these data include examination of orthographic overlap and semantic 
relatedness as continuous predictors in regression analyses of N400 amplitude modulations.

 Non-distinct N400 responses in SHORT (40 ms) condition for all but semantic prime-target pairs is consistent with possibility that with brief 

prime exposures priming is driven exclusively by orthographic overlap. However, numerical differences between conditions in a pattern 

similar to what we see in LONG (120 ms) condition recommends examining prime/target orthographic overlap as a continuous predictor.

 Transposed letter real root primes reduced N400 amplitudes both in SHORT and LONG prime exposure conditions; this result runs against 

previous findings suggesting that lexical memory for languages like Arabic may differ in a qualitative way from Indo-European languages. 
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SUMMARYSHORT PRIME EXPOSURE (40 ms) ERPs and Difference Waves

LONG PRIME EXPOSURE (120 ms) ERPs and Difference Waves

• Semantic priming (xSx) suppressed 
completely

• Numerically larger effects for ID > MSO/MxO
> xxO, but all conditions statistically 
indistinguishable around the N400 peak

• Identity (repetition priming) N400 effects 
lasted longer than other conditions

• Detection of animal 
names in prime 
position differed 
sharply across prime 
exposure groups

• Otherwise there were 
no differences between 
prime exposure groups

SUMMARY

• Similar pattern of differences between 
conditions as in SHORT prime exposure, 
with the exception of Semantics (xSx), which 
now shows significant priming

• But here we find significantly larger N400 
priming effects for ID > MSO/MxO/xSx > 
xxO
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